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This title addresses the component parts of the energy fuel cycle, as well as the market and

government policies that oversee it. This Nutshell describe in detail the countryâ€™s traditional

energy policy and also discusses the current challenges that confront it. Chapters cover the

individual natural resources used to produce energy and the book concludes with the development

of a clean energy policy for the future.
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I was assigned this book for a master's class. Getting the kindle version was a big mistake as it

does not have the real page numbers which makes finding the reading assignments difficult and

citations virtually impossible. Can't really dock the book itself for that of course, and as far as the

book goes I would agree with the reviews that it is a solid but not great overview of Energy Law

principles and history. On the whole reads well enough, but as with the print version, the graphs in

the electronic version are hard or impossible to read due to low image quality.

I was required to buy this for my energy law seminar and I found that it gave a complete overview of

energy law. Of course if you want a more complete understanding you need to consult other

sources, but if you have no basic understanding, this is a good choice.

This nutshell gives a great history and overview of energy regulation, but doesn't really have the



content of a law school supplement. I found it helpful, but I'm still looking for other resources. One

particularly annoying thing is that this book reproduces all kinds of EIA charts that are

COMPLETELY illegible and useless. It shows how careless the nutshell folks really are...

No longer trends with Energy Law and Policy casebook published by West. Newer cases are not in

this edition, and the formatting of both texts is significantly different. A lot of the information is good,

but the user-friendliness of this Nutshell leaves much to be desired in comparison to those

published for other subjects.

Detailed (relative to my energy law class anyway), well organized, and easy to read. I used this to

prepare for a test, but I could see it being useful for a practitioner wanting to get a broad overview of

energy law.

Good for basic background information but definitely not as comprehensive as some of the other

supplements out there. Unfortunately, in this area of the law this seems to be one of the only ones

available.
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